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Program

Sunday September 25

4:00–4:15 Welcoming Remarks: Whole Grains Away From Home
 Sara Baer-Sinnott, President, Oldways

4:15–4:45 Lessons from the Lunchroom 
Chef Ann Cooper, America’s leading advocate for Real School Food, shares the latest 

on how whole grains are being welcomed in schools—and how this experience can be 

extended elsewhere in foodservice.

 Ann Cooper, Founder, Chef Ann Foundation

4:45–5:15 Whole Grains—It’s All About the Flavor 
;VW�JOLMZ�HYL�KPZJV]LYPUN�[OH[�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�VWLU�\W�H�UL^�^VYSK�VM�[L_[\YLZ�HUK�ÅH]VYZ�
to be explored. Cookbook author Maria Speck, winner of the Julia Child Award, of-

MLYZ�OLY�ZHNL�HK]PJL�VU�ÅH]VY�WHPYPUNZ��HUK�L_WSHPUZ�^O`�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�VɈLY�H�J\SPUHY`�
advantage.

 Maria Speck, Author of Simply Ancient Grains and Ancient Grains for Modern Meals.

5:15–5:45 The Art of the Sell: Marketing Whole Grains 
3LHYU�[OL�HY[�VM�KLZPNUPUN�TLU\�VɈLYPUNZ�[OH[�ZOV^JHZL�^OVSL�NYHPU�VW[PVUZ�H[�[OLPY�
best–and get tips from two professional chefs on how to describe these low cost, 

NYHPU�JLU[YPJ�JOVPJLZ�[V�OLSW�[OLT�Å`�VɈ�[OL�TLU\��6\Y�JOLMZ�^PSS�PSS\Z[YH[L�[OLPY�[HSR�
^P[O�X\PJR�KLTVZ�VM�:OHRLY�:HSHKZ��4\S[P�.YHPU�@VN\Y[�7HYMHP[��HUK�:WPJ`�-HYYV�)V^SZ�

 Michael Holleman, Director of Culinary Development, InHarvest
 Coleen Donnelly, Corporate Chef K-12 Segment, InHarvest

5:45-8:00 Opening Reception 
4LL[�`V\Y�MLSSV^�H[[LUKLLZ�HUK�LUQV`�MHYYV�IV^SZ�HUK�V[OLY�KLSPJPV\Z�HWWL[PaLYZ�

Monday September 26

8:30-9:00 Rediscovering the Real Taste of Local Wheat 
-VY�[VV�SVUN��^L»]L�IYLK�^OLH[�MVY�`PLSK�YH[OLY�[OHU�MVY�[HZ[L�HUK�U\[YP[PVU��+Y��:[LWOLU�
1VULZ��WPVULLYPUN�OLHK�VM�;OL�)YLHK�3HI��L_WSHPUZ�OV^�OPZ�^VYR�PZ�IYPUNPUN�KLSPJPV\Z�
ÅH]VY�IHJR�[V�^OLH[�

 Stephen Jones, PhD, Director of the Bread Lab, Washington State University
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9:00-9:30 Setting the Stage: Whole Grain Momentum across the Foodservice Industry 
(�X\PL[�YL]VS\[PVU�PZ�\UKLY^H`�HJYVZZ�[OL�JV\U[Y �̀�^P[O�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�H[�[OL�JLU[LY�VM�
UL^�YLZ[H\YHU[�JVUJLW[Z�HUK�PUJYLHZPUNS`�L]PKLU[�0U�THPUZ[YLHT�JOHPUZ��HZ�KL[HPSLK�
with real-life examples throughout the foodservice spectrum

 Kelly Toups, MLA, RD, LDN, Director of Whole Grains Council, Oldways
 Cynthia Harriman, Director of Food & Nutrition Strategies, Oldways

9:30–10:10 Millions of Meals: Contract Foodservice Innovation 
>OH[�KV�MVVKZLY]PJL�THUHNLTLU[�JVTWHUPLZ�ULLK�MYVT�THU\MHJ[\YLYZ��[V�JHYY`�[OLPY�
products? Two of the world’s largest contract foodservice companies will explain how 

[OL`�PTWSLTLU[�PUUV]H[P]L�^OVSL�NYHPU�Z[YH[LNPLZ�
 Jennifer Roberts, MS, RD, Senior Director of Nutrition Communications, Compass 

Group
 Lisa Feldman, Director of Culinary Services, Sodexo

10:10–10:30 Networking Break

10:30–11:00 Whole Grain Trend Watch: Searching for the Next Quinoa 
>OH[»Z�OHWWLUPUN�VU�(TLYPJH»Z�TLU\Z&�+H[HZZLU[PHS�OHZ�HUHS`aLK�H�THZZP]L�Z[VYL� 
VM�KH[H�[V�VɈLY�RLLU�PUZPNO[Z�PU[V�J\YYLU[�TVTLU[\T·HUK�M\[\YL�[YLUKZ·MVY� 
whole grains.

 Mark DiDomenico, Director, Client Solutions, Datassential

11:00–12:00 Chicago Chefs: on the Forefront of Whole Grain Innovation 
;VW�*OPJHNV�JOLMZ�ZOHYL�OV^�[OL`�HYL�LTIYHJPUN�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�VU�[OLPY�TLU\Z�PU�H�
]HYPL[`�VM�KPɈLYLU[�THYRL[Z

 John Chiakulis, Corporate Executive Chef, Lettuce Entertain You
 Greg Wade, Head Baker, Publican Quality Meats
 Moderator: Alexei Rudolf, Principal, Foodservice Connections LLC

12:00-1:30 Lunch and Learn with Sponsors 
>L»SS�LUQV`�H�KLSPJPV\Z�I\ɈL[�S\UJO�MLH[\YPUN�H�]HYPL[`�VM�^OVSL�NYHPU�KPZOLZ��^OPSL�SLH]-

PUN�WSLU[`�VM�[PTL�MVY�`V\�[V�SLHYU�HIV\[�[OL�ZLY]PJLZ�[OH[�SLHKPUN�JVTWHUPLZ�HYL�VɈLYPUN�
to support cutting-edge whole grain product development for clients. 

1:30-2:00 >OVSL�.YHPUZ!�.VVK�MVY�/LHS[O��.VVK�MVY�7YVÄ[Z 
Some of the fastest growth in the restaurant sector comes from concepts that are 

LTWOHZPaPUN�MYLZO��^OVSL�MVVKZ�HUK�JSLHU�SHILSZ��(UP[H�1VULZ�4\LSSLY�^PSS�JP[L�YLZLHYJO�
KVJ\TLU[PUN�[OL�ÄUHUJPHS�ILULÄ[Z�VM�VɈLYPUN�OLHS[OPLY�JOVPJLZ�HUK�^PSS�ZOHYL�PUZPNO[Z�
on the momentum of foodservice toward whole grains.

 Anita Jones-Mueller, MPH, Founder, HealthyDiningFinder.com
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2:00-3:00 DEMO: Baking Clean Label Whole Grain Breads & Pastries  
*OLMZ�^PSS�KLTVUZ[YH[L�OV^�[V�L_[YHJ[�[OL�NYLH[LZ[�ÅH]VY�MYVT�[OL�NYHPU�HUK�IHRL�P[�
into the bread, while sharing tips and tricks for elevating baked goods with whole grain 

ÅV\YZ��ZWYV\[LK�^OVSL�NYHPU�ÅV\YZ�[V�H�^OVSL�UL^�SL]LS�
 Daniel Marciani, Executive Development Chef, Ardent Mills
 Ban Stewart, Executive Chef, Kowaliga Restaurant (for To Your Health Sprouted Flour)

3:00-4:00 DEMO: Creative Applications for Ancient Grains 
4PSSL[�HUK�ZVYNO\T�HYL�[^V�\W�HUK�JVTPUN�JVU[LUKLYZ�[V�Z\JJLLK�X\PUVH�PU�WVW\SHYP[ �̀�
6\Y�JOLMZ�^PSS�[HSR�HIV\[�[OL�ILZ[�ÅH]VY�WHPYPUNZ�MVY�[OLZL�[^V�NS\[LU�MYLL�NYHPUZ��HUK�
put together some delicious dishes.

 Joel Schaefer, Author and Chef, Allergy Chefs Inc. (for Bob’s Red Mill)
 Sharon Palmer��9+��+PL[P[PHU�HUK�(\[OVY��MVY�<UP[LK�:VYNO\T�*OLJRVɈ�7YVNYHT�

4:00-4:30 DEMO: Whole Grain Pasta Pairings 
4HU`�H[[LTW[Z�[V�VɈLY�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�VU�TLU\Z�MHSS�ÅH[�MVY�H�ZPTWSL�YLHZVU����THU`�
VWLYH[VYZ�KVU»[�W\[�ÅH]VY�ÄYZ[��VY�HZZ\TL�[OH[�N\LZ[Z�SVVRPUN�MVY�OLHS[OPLY�JOVPJLZ�^PSS�
JVTWYVTPZL�VU�[HZ[L��)\[�[OL�YPNO[�JVTIPUH[PVU�VM�PUNYLKPLU[Z��[LJOUPX\LZ�HUK�ÅH]VYZ�
bring out the best in whole grains like pasta, and will have guests coming back for 

TVYL��;OPZ�ZLZZPVU�HUK�JVVRPUN�KLTVUZ[YH[PVU�^PSS�ZOV^�`V\�^OH[�^VYRZ��^OH[�KVLZU»[��
OV^�HUK�^O �̀

 Lorenzo Boni, Executive Chef, Barilla North America

4:30-6:30 Networking Reception 
*VUULJ[�^P[O�`V\Y�MLSSV^�H[[LUKLLZ��^OPSL�`V\�ZHTWSL�^OVSL�NYHPU�KPZOLZ�MYVT�[OL�
afternoon’s cooking demonstrations. Make a full meal of it—or nibble, then explore 

Chicago’s vibrant dining scene.

Tuesday September 27

8:30-9:00 Food with Roots: How Healthful Grains and Local Sourcing Can Fuel Fast Food 
Menus 
3LHYU�OV^�[OL�LTWOHZPZ�VU�X\HSP[`�PZ�OLSWPUN�H�MHZ[�JHZ\HS�I\YNLY�HUK�ZHSHK�JOHPU�
Z\JJLZZM\SS`�THYRL[�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�[V�HU�H\KPLUJL�[OH[�TPNO[�V[OLY^PZL�IL�YLZPZ[HU[�[V�
healthier options.

 Tony Rosenfeld, Chef & Co-founder, b.good

9:00-9:30 How One Restaurant is Building a Whole Grain Community 
Hear how a Midwestern sushi restaurant is using the National School Lunch Program as 

H�Q\TWPUN�VɈ�WVPU[�MVY�I\PSKPUN�JVTT\UP[ �̀�HUK�PU[YVK\JPUN�MHTPSPLZ�[V�OLHS[O`�PUNYLKP-
ents, like whole grains.

 Teresa Perretta, Vice President, FUSIAN

PROGRAM
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9:30-10:00 Whole Grain Trends on the Horizon  
(�SLHKPUN�J\SPUHY`�[YLUKVSVNPZ[�KYH^Z�VU�TVYL�[OHU�H�KLJHKL�VM�Z[YH[LNPJ�MVVK�PUK\Z[Y`�
THYRL[�HUHS`ZPZ�[V�SVVR�PU[V�OLY�JY`Z[HS�IHSS�HUK�[LSS�\Z�^OLYL�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�HYL�OLHKLK�PU�
the short term and the long term.

 Kara Neilsen, Food & Beverage Trend Expert & Strategist, Trendologist K Consulting

10:00-10:20 Networking Break

10:20-10:50 Grains, Grocerants, & Grandeur 
0U�[OPZ�ZLZZPVU��SLHYU�HIV\[�OV^�¸NYVJLYHU[Z¹��NYVJLY`�Z[VYL�WYLWHYLK�MVVK�ZLSLJ[PVUZ��
HYL�SLHKPUN�[OL�^H`�PU�NYHPU�PUUV]H[PVU�HUK�YLJPWL�HWWSPJH[PVUZ�

 Steve Petusevsky, Founder, Steve Petusevsky Inc.

10:50-11:50 Educating a New Generation of Whole Grain Chefs 
0UZ[Y\J[VYZ�H[�SLHKPUN�J\SPUHY`�ZJOVVSZ�ZOHYL�OV^�[OL`�HYL�NL[[PUN�[OL�UL_[�NLULYH[PVU�VM�
JOLMZ�LX\PWWLK�[V�JVVR�^P[O�^OVSL�NYHPUZ��HUK�^O`�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�HYL�HU�PU[LNYHS�WHY[�VM�
the plate moving forward.

 Chef William Lendway, MS, RD, Teaching Specialist, University of Minnesota
 Chef Brendan Walsh, Dean of Culinary Arts, Culinary Institute of America
 Todd Seyfarth, RD, Program Director/Culinary Nutrition, Johnson & Wales University
 Moderator: Coleen Donnelly, Corporate Chef K-12 Segment, InHarvest

11:50-12:00 Closing Remarks 
;OL�6SK^H`Z�>OVSL�.YHPUZ�*V\UJPS�;LHT

12:00-1:00 Grab and Go Lunch 
>OVSL�NYHPUZ�HYL�NYLH[�VU�[OL�NV��[VV��0M�`V\»YL�KHZOPUN�MVY�[OL�HPYWVY[��NYHI�VUL�VM�
V\Y�IV_�S\UJOLZ��6Y�ZP[�KV^U�HUK�ZH]VY�VUL�SHZ[�VWWVY[\UP[`�MVY�UL[^VYRPUN�^P[O�V[OLY�
conference attendees.

PROGRAM
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Roster of Speakers and Organizers
0U�HSWOHIL[PJHS�VYKLY

Sara Baer-Sinnott��7YLZPKLU[��6SK^H`Z��)VZ[VU��4(�
Lorenzo Boni��,_LJ\[P]L�*OLM��)HYPSSH�5VY[O�(TLYPJH��5VY[OIYVVR��03�
John Chiakulis��,_LJ\[P]L�*OLM�7HY[ULY��3L[[\JL�,U[LY[HPU�@V\�)LH[YP_��*OPJHNV��03�
Ann Cooper��-V\UKLY��*OLM�(UU�-V\UKH[PVU��)V\SKLY��*6�
Mark DiDomenico��+PYLJ[VY��*SPLU[�:VS\[PVUZ��+H[HZZLU[PHS��*OPJHNV��03�
Coleen Donnelly��*VYWVYH[L�*OLM�2����:LNTLU[��0U/HY]LZ[��)LTPKQP��45�
Lisa Feldman��*9*��+PYLJ[VY�VM�*\SPUHY`�:LY]PJLZ��:VKL_V��.HP[OLYZI\YN��4+�
Cynthia Harriman��+PYLJ[VY�VM�-VVK�HUK�5\[YP[PVU�:[YH[LNPLZ��6SK^H`Z��)VZ[VU��4(�
Michael Holleman��+PYLJ[VY�VM�*\SPUHY`�+L]LSVWTLU[��0U/HY]LZ[��)LTPKQP��45�
Stephen Jones��7O+��+PYLJ[VY�VM�[OL�)YLHK�3HI��>HZOPUN[VU�:[H[L�<UP]LYZP[`��4V\U[�=LYUVU��>(�
Anita Jones-Mueller��47/��-V\UKLY��/LHS[O`+PUPUN-PUKLY�JVT��:HU[H�@ULa��*(�
Bill Lendway��4:��9+��***��;LHJOPUN�:WLJPHSPZ[��<UP]LYZP[`�VM�4PUULZV[H��:[��7H\S��45�
Daniel Marciani��,_LJ\[P]L�+L]LSVWTLU[�*OLM��(YKLU[�4PSSZ��+LU]LY��*6�
Kara Nielsen��;YLUKVSVNPZ[��;YLUKVSVNPZ[�2�*VUZ\S[PUN��6HRSHUK��*(�
Ashley Owen��7\ISPJ�9LSH[PVUZ�HUK�4LKPH�4HUHNLY��6SK^H`Z��)VZ[VU��4(�
Sharon Palmer��9+��(\[OVY��The Plant-Powered Diet��+\HY[L��*(�
Steve Petusevsky��-V\UKLY��:[L]L�7L[\ZL]ZR`�0UJ���7SHU[H[PVU��-3�
Teresa Perretta��=PJL�7YLZPKLU[��-<:0(5��*VS\TI\Z��6/�
Jennifer Roberts��4:��9+5��:LUPVY�+PYLJ[VY�VM�5\[YP[PVU�*VTT\UPJH[PVUZ��*VTWHZZ�.YV\W� 

�9`L�)YVVR��5@�
Tony Rosenfeld��*OLM��*V�MV\UKLY��I�NVVK��)VZ[VU��4(�
Alexei Rudolf��7YPUJPWHS��-VVKZLY]PJL�*VUULJ[PVUZ�33*��6HRSHUK��*(�
Joel Schaefer��(\[OVY��*OLM��(SSLYN`�*OLMZ�0UJ���7VY[SHUK��69�
Todd Seyfarth��4:��9+��*::+��7YVNYHT�+PYLJ[VY��*\SPUHY`�5\[YP[PVU�+LWHY[TLU[��1VOUZVU��>HSLZ�

<UP]LYZP[`��7YV]PKLUJL��90�
Caroline Sluyter��:[HTW�7YVNYHT�4HUHNLY��6SK^H`Z�>OVSL�.YHPUZ�*V\UJPS��)VZ[VU�4(�
Maria Speck, Author of Simply Ancient Grains and Ancient Grains for Modern Meals��*HTIYPKNL��4(�
Ban Stewart��,_LJ\[P]L�*OLM��2V^HSPNH�9LZ[H\YHU[��;V�@V\Y�/LHS[O�:WYV\[LK�-SV\Y�*V���(SL_HUKLY�

*P[ �̀�(3�
Kelly Toups��43(��9+��3+5��7YVNYHT�+PYLJ[VY��6SK^H`Z�>OVSL�.YHPUZ�*V\UJPS��)VZ[VU��4(�
Greg Wade��/LHK�)HRLY��7\ISPJHU�8\HSP[`�4LH[Z��*OPJHNV��03�
Brendan Walsh��+LHU�VM�*\SPUHY`�(Y[Z��*\SPUHY`�0UZ[P[\[L�VM�(TLYPJH��/`KL�7HYR��5@�

SPEAKERS
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 Speakers
Speaker bios and abstracts are in program order

Welcoming Remarks: Whole Grains Away From Home 
Sara Baer-Sinnott, President, Oldways 

;VKH �̀�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�HYL�WYHPZLK�MVY�[OLPY�YPJO�ÅH]VYZ�HUK�J\SPUHY`�]LYZH[PSP[`�HZ�T\JO�HZ�[OLPY�PTWYLZ-

ZP]L�OLHS[O�ILULÄ[Z��>OVSL�NYHPUZ�OH]L�THKL�NYLH[�Z[YPKLZ�PU�[OL�S\UJOYVVT��[OYV\NO�SLNPZSH[PVU��HUK�
PU�OVTLZ��^P[O�^OVSL�^OLH[�IYLHK�HUK�JLYLHSZ�ILPUN�[OL�UVYT���THRPUN�YLZ[H\YHU[Z�HUK�V[OLY�MVVK-

service establishments the next frontier for whole grain growth. This conference will focus on restau-

rants and food service, to show attendees what creative restaurants are doing with whole grains, how 

J\Z[VTLYZ�HYL�YLHJ[PUN�HUK�^O �̀�\WJVTPUN�^OVSL�NYHPU�[YLUKZ�VU�[OL�OVYPaVU��HUK�ILZ[�WYHJ[PJLZ�MVY�
IVVZ[PUN�960�^P[O�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�

In her two decades at Oldways, Sara Baer-Sinnott has been instrumental in planning, 
organizing and leading Oldways programs, symposia, conferences and tours. In 2010 
ZOL�ILJHTL�7YLZPKLU[�VM�6SK^H`Z�VU�[OL�\U[PTLS`�KLH[O�VM�MV\UKLY�2��+\U�.PɈVYK��
with whom she is the author of ;OL�6SK^H`Z�;HISL. Sara graduated from Hobart and 
William Smith Colleges with a B.A. in Economics and holds a Master’s Degree in 
Regional Planning from the University of Massachusetts Amherst. Before joining 
Oldways, Sara served for eight years as Special Projects Editor for Inc. Magazine and 
^VYRLK�HZ�H�YLZLHYJO�JVUZ\S[HU[�MVY�WYP]H[L�ÄYTZ��HUK�PU�Z[H[L�HUK�MLKLYHS�NV]LYU-
TLU[�WVZP[PVUZ�PU�[OL�ÄLSKZ�VM�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�YLZV\YJLZ��I\ZPULZZ��HUK�LK\JH[PVU��:OL�

has extensive experience in cooking with children, including the development of the High Five curricu-
lum, an in-class cooking and nutrition program for children.

Lessons From the Lunchroom 
Ann Cooper, Founder, Chef Ann Foundation 

:PUJL�[OL�/LHS[O`�/\UNLY�-YLL�2PKZ�(J[�^HZ�PTWSLTLU[LK�PU�������^OVSL�NYHPU�YPJO�MVVKZ�OH]L�ILLU�
YLX\PYLK�VU�[OL�ZJOVVS�S\UJO�[YH �̀�*OLM�(UU�*VVWLY��¸9LULNHKL�3\UJO�3HK`¹�HUK�HK]VJH[L�MVY�OLHS[O`�
school food for all children, was serving whole grains to kids long before that legislation was passed, 

HUK�OHZ�OLSWLK�[OV\ZHUKZ�VM�ZJOVVSZ�HJYVZZ�[OL�JV\U[Y`�KV�[OL�ZHTL��/V^�KVLZ�ZOL�WLYZ\HKL�[OL�
ZJOVVSJOPSKYLU�[V�OHWWPS`�LH[�[OLZL�OLHS[O`�^OVSL�MVVKZ&�*VU[YHY`�[V�WVW\SHY�ILSPLM��RPKZ�JHU�HUK�^PSS�
LH[�^OVSL�NYHPUZ��+LSPJPV\Z�ZJYH[JO�JVVRLK�YLJPWLZ�WHPYLK�^P[O�S\UJOYVVT�LK\JH[PVU�HUK�ZH]]`�THY-
RL[PUN�HYL�[OL�RL �̀�1VPU�*OLM�(UU�HZ�ZOL�ZOHYLZ�OLY�L_WLYPLUJL��JOHSSLUNLZ��HUK�HJOPL]LTLU[Z�ZLY]PUN�
whole grain foods to kids.

Chef Ann Cooper is a celebrated author, chef, educator and enduring advocate for 
better food for all children. A graduate of the Culinary Institute of America, Ann has 
been a chef for more than 40 years, over 17 of those in school food programs. She 
currently serves as the Food Services Director for the Boulder Valley School District. 
Known as the “Renegade Lunch Lady”, Ann has been honored by The National 
Resources Defense Council, selected as a Kellogg Food and Society Policy Fellow, 
and awarded an honorary doctorate from SUNY Cobleskill for her work. In 2016, Ann 
was named “One of the Top 50 Food Activists” by the Academy of Culinary Nutrition. 
0U���� ��(UU�MV\UKLK�[OL�UVUWYVÄ[�*OLM�(UU�-V\UKH[PVU��*(-��[V�MVJ\Z�VU�ZVS\[PVUZ�

to the school food crisis. CAF provides tools, training, resources and funding to support schools 
transitioning to scratch-cooked meals made with whole, healthy food.
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More than a Win-Win: A Fresh Look at Whole Grains for Modern Menus 
Maria Speck, Author of Simply Ancient Grains and Ancient Grains for Modern Meals

;VKH`»Z�J\Z[VTLYZ�SVVR�MVY�MYLZO�OLHS[O`�KPUPUN�VW[PVUZ�^OPSL�HSZV�L_WLJ[PUN�L_JP[LTLU[�VU�[OLPY�WSH[L�
[V�IVV[��(KKPUN�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�[V�TLU\Z�TPNO[�IL�Q\Z[�[OL�[PJRL[·[V�ZH[PZM`�J\YPV\Z�HWWL[P[LZ�^OPSL�HKK-

PUN�U\[YP[PVUHS�]HS\L��>OVSL�HUJPLU[�NYHPUZ�IYPUN�Z\JO�H�YHUNL�VM�ÅH]VYZ�^P[O�L_OPSHYH[PUN�WVZZPIPSP[PLZ�
for meal planning, while adding rich texture and visual appeal to plates. Maria Speck, award-winning 

author of Simply Ancient Grains and Ancient Grains for Modern Meals will highlight the creative poten-

[PHS�VM�HKKPUN�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�[V�TLU\Z��HUK�VɈLY�H�MYLZO�UL^�[HRL�VU�[OL�\ZL�VM�IHYSL �̀�2HT\[®, spelt, or 

Y`L·HUK�NS\[LU�MYLL�NYHPUZ�SPRL�HTHYHU[O��JVYU��HUK�[LɈ��7S\Z��^OVSL�NYHPUZ�JHU�THRL�TLU\�WSHUUPUN�
TVYL�LɉJPLU[��ZH]L�JVZ[Z��HUK�YLK\JL�[OL�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�MVV[WYPU[�PU�WYVMLZZPVUHS�RP[JOLUZ�HUK�KPUPUN�
services. 

Maria Speck is the award-winning author of :PTWS`�(UJPLU[�.YHPUZ and Ancient 

Grains for Modern Meals (both by Ten Speed Press). :PTWS`�(UJPLU[�.YHPUZ was 
selected as a top cookbook for 2015 by the Washington Post, /\ɉUN[VU�7VZ[, and 
:^LL[�7H\S��HZ�^LSS�HZ�VU�579»Z�/LYL��5V �̂�0[�HSZV�^VU�HU�4�-�2��-PZOLY�H^HYK��ÄYZ[�
WYPaL�PU�[OL�IVVR�JH[LNVY �̀�4HYPH»Z�ÄYZ[�JVVRIVVR��Ancient Grains for Modern Meals, 
received multiple awards, among them the coveted Julia Child Award. Both the New 

York Times and the Washington Post named Ancient Grains a top cookbook, and 
Cooking Light included it as one of 100 best cookbooks of the past 25 years. Raised 
in Greece and Germany, Maria has a lifelong passion for whole grains. She is a 

veteran journalist and food writer and has contributed to numerous publications in both the US and 
Germany. For more, visit www.MariaSpeck.com.

The Art of the Sell: Marketing Whole Grains 
Coleen Donnelly, Corporate Chef, K-12 Segment, InHarvest 
Michael Holleman, Director of Culinary Development, InHarvest

>OVSL�NYHPUZ�OH]L�[YLTLUKV\Z�HWWSPJH[PVUZ�PU�L]LY`�PUK\Z[Y`�ZLNTLU[·MYVT�MHZ[�JHZ\HS��SPTP[LK�ZLY-
]PJL�HUK�JHZ\HS�\WZJHSL�[V�*<Z��ZJOVVSZ��OLHS[OJHYL��*�Z[VYLZ�HUK�IL`VUK·[OH[�ILULÄ[Z�MYVT�
VɈLYPUN�OPNO�ÅH]VY��OPNO�X\HSP[ �̀�¸JSLHU¹�HUK�PU[LYLZ[PUN�KPZOLZ��THU`�VM�^OPJO�JHU�IL�WYVTV[LK�HZ�
¸OLHS[O`¹�VY�¸IL[[LY�MVY�`V\�¹�.VVK�UL^Z��[VV!�>OVSL�NYHPUZ�JHU�IVVZ[�WYVÄ[�THYNPUZ�HUK�IV[[VT�SPULZ�
ILJH\ZL�[OL`�LTIYHJL�SLHKPUN�ÅH]VY�HUK�TLU\�[YLUKZ��0U�[OPZ�ZLZZPVU��JOLMZ�MYVT�0U/HY]LZ[��H�SLHKPUN�
Z\WWSPLY�VM�ZVTL�VM�[OL�^VYSK»Z�TVZ[�KPZ[PUJ[P]L�NYHPUZ��^PSS�YL]LHS�OV^�[V�JHWP[HSPaL�VU�[OL�WV^LY�VM�
^OVSL�NYHPUZ�[V�LUNPULLY�`V\Y�TVZ[�WVW\SHY·HUK�WYVÄ[HISL·TLU\�VɈLYPUNZ�

Chef Coleen Donnelly, a 1996 graduate of The Culinary Institute of America, has an 
extensive career in professional kitchens, including executive chef/restaurateur, 
private chef and chef-instructor. But in 2000, Chef Donnelly started feeding school 
kids at the private Ross School in East Hampton, NY and never looked back. She has 
helped many districts in the country convert to a healthy and sustainable model 
utilizing scratch cooking. Some of the districts she has consulted with include 
)LYRLSL`�<UPÄLK�:JOVVS�+PZ[YPJ[��)V\SKLY�=HSSL`�:JOVVS�+PZ[YPJ[��:HU[H�*Y\a�*P[`�
:JOVVSZ�HUK�6HRSHUK�<UPÄLK�:JOVVS�+PZ[YPJ[��*OLM�+VUULSS`�OHZ�H�Z\JJLZZM\S�[YHJR�
YLJVYK�[YHUZSH[PUN�UL^�HUK�JOHSSLUNPUN�PUK\Z[Y`�PZZ\LZ�PU[V�ZVS\[PVUZ�MVY�HSS�Z[HɈ�

levels. In 2012, Chef Donnelly joined InHarvest, where she works with school-nutrition operators across 
[OL�JV\U[Y`�[V�ÄUK�^OVSL�NYHPU�ZVS\[PVUZ�[OH[�ZH[PZM`�<:+(�N\PKLSPULZ�
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 Chef Michael Holleman began his culinary career in independent restaurants, where 
his interest in specialty and heirloom ingredients was born. As director of InHarvest’s 
*\SPUHY`�;LHT��OL�PZ�JOPLÅ`�YLZWVUZPISL�MVY�ZOHWPUN�[OL�KL]LSVWTLU[�VM�UL^�WYVK\J[Z�
and working closely with his team to introduce new customers to the company’s core 
products. He’s the primary image-builder with all industries and segments InHarvest 
serves, working closely with growers, suppliers, distributors, manufacturers, foodser-
vice operators and chefs to deliver meaningful food solutions. Based at InHarvest’s 
headquarters in northern Minnesota, Chef Michael travels both nationally and interna-
tionally, giving presentations and cooking demonstrations on whole-grain trends and 

innovative applications, heirloom cultivation and sustainability. A member of the International 
Foodservice Editorial Council (IFEC) and Research Chefs Association (RCA), Chef Michael is the 
current chair of the Culinary Advisors of the Whole Grains Council. He is also the 2012 recipient of the 
RCA’s Lifetime Achievement Award.

Rediscovering the Taste of Local Wheat 
Stephen Jones, PhD, Director of the Bread Lab, Washington State University

+Y��1VULZ�^PSS�KPZJ\ZZ�[OL�^VYR�VM�[OL�)YLHK�3HI�HZ�H�WSHJL�[V�IYPUN�[VNL[OLY�WSHU[�IYLLKLYZ��YLNPVUHS�
MHYTLYZ��TPSSLYZ��IHRLYZ��THS[Z[LYZ��IYL^LYZ��KPZ[PSSLYZ��JOLMZ��Z[\KLU[Z��PUK\Z[Y`�HUK�WVSPJ`�THRLYZ��;OL�
NVHS�PZ�H�]PIYHU[�YLNPVUHS�NYHPU�LJVUVT`�[OH[�PKLU[PÄLZ�HUK�\[PSPaLZ�^OLH[��IHYSL`�HUK�I\JR^OLH[�PU�
^OVSL�NYHPU�LUK�\ZLZ�^P[O�H�TPUPT\T�VM�PUNYLKPLU[Z��0[�HSS�Z[HY[Z�^P[O�[OL�MHYTLY�HUK�[OL�WYVWLY�]HYPL[-
PLZ�MVY�^OVSL�NYHPU�\ZLZ��:JHSL�HUK�P[Z�PUÅ\LUJL�VU�PUNYLKPLU[Z�^PSS�HSZV�IL�KPZJ\ZZLK�

Dr. Stephen Jones is a wheat breeder and the Director of the Washington State 
University—Bread Lab. Stephen has a PhD in Genetics from the University of 
California at Davis and teaches graduate courses in advanced classical genetics and 
PU�[OL�OPZ[VY`�HUK�L[OPJZ�VM�NLUL[PJZ��/PZ�ÄYZ[�^OLH[�JYVW�^HZ�VU�Ä]L�HJYLZ�H[�*OPJV�
State University’s student farm in 1977. Together with his graduate students he 
breeds wheat and other grains for local uses to be grown on small farms in the 
coastal west. The Bread Lab is a combination think tank/baking laboratory where they 
L_WLYPTLU[�^P[O�PTWYV]LK�ÅH]VY��U\[YP[PVU�HUK�M\UJ[PVUHSP[`�VM�YLNPVUHS�HUK�VIZJ\YL�
wheats.

As I began trying out different grains to make pasta (farro, barley, 
whole wheat, corn…), I realized I barely missed the white-wheat 
versions that had been such a staple of my diet. Now whole-
grain pastas are the only ones I make at home and we serve 
whole-grain pastas and couscous at Chez Panisse as well.” 

   - Alice Waters, My Pantry
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Setting the Stage: Whole Grain Momentum Across the Foodservice Industry 
Cynthia Harriman, Director of Food & Nutrition Strategies, Oldways 
Kelly Toups, MLA, RD, LDN, Director of Whole Grains Council, Oldways

(�X\PL[�YL]VS\[PVU�PZ�\UKLY^H`�HJYVZZ�[OL�<UP[LK�:[H[LZ��^P[O�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�H[�[OL�JLU[LY�VM�UL^�YLZ[H\-

YHU[�JVUJLW[Z·HUK�PUJYLHZPUNS`�L]PKLU[�PU�THPUZ[YLHT�JOHPUZ��;OL�6SK^H`Z�>OVSL�.YHPUZ�*V\UJPS�
[LHT�^PSS�ZWV[SPNO[�[OL�J\YYLU[�SHUKZJHWL�MVY�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�PU�MVVKZLY]PJL�HUK�YLZ[H\YHU[Z��^P[O�ZWLJPÄJ�
L_HTWSLZ�NHYULYLK�MYVT�ZJVYLZ�VM�PU[LY]PL^Z�^P[O�MVVKZLY]PJL�VWLYH[VYZ�SHYNL�HUK�ZTHSS��;OL`»SS�ZOV^-

JHZL�ILZ[�WYHJ[PJLZ�HUK�JYLH[P]L�^OVSL�NYHPU�HWWSPJH[PVUZ�MVY�KPɈLYLU[�[`WLZ�VM�VWLYH[PVUZ��MYVT�8:9�
[V�ÄUL�KPUPUN��HUK�HSZV�PU[YVK\JL�ZVTL�VM�[OL�JOHSSLUNLZ�HUK�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�VM�TLU\PUN�^OVSL�NYHPUZ��
PSS\Z[YH[PUN�OV^�YLZ[H\YHU[Z��]LUKVY�WHY[ULYZ��Z\WWSPLYZ��HUK�W\ISPJ�OLHS[O�VYNHUPaH[PVUZ�JHU�^VYR�
together to get more whole grains on more plates.

Cynthia Harriman came to Oldways in 2003 just prior to the founding of the Whole 
Grains Council, which has grown from six members to more than 400 under her 
stewardship. She managed the creation of standards and graphics for the Whole 
.YHPU�:[HTW��HUK�OLSWLK�P[�ILJVTL�H�[Y\Z[LK�Z`TIVS�MVY�HPKPUN�JVUZ\TLYZ�VU�Ä]L�
JVU[PULU[Z�[V�ÄUK�[OV\ZHUKZ�VM�^OVSL�NYHPU�WYVK\J[Z��(Z�+PYLJ[VY�VM�-VVK�HUK�
Nutrition Strategies for Oldways, Cynthia has also been instrumental in guiding 
programs like the Mediterranean Foods Alliance and the Oldways Nutrition Exchange. 
*`U[OPH�PZ�[OL�H\[OVY�VM�ZJVYLZ�VM�THNHaPUL�HY[PJSLZ�HUK�Ä]L�IVVRZ��PUJS\KPUN�[OL�
well-known Take Your Kids to Europe. She received her degree in French Culture and 

Language from Brown University. 

Kelly Toups, MLA, RD, LDN, joined Oldways in 2014 to promote whole grains and 
healthy cultural food traditions. A registered dietitian by training, Kelly graduated from 
the University of Texas with a BS in nutrition, and completed her dietetic internship 
through the University of Texas coordinated program. Kelly also holds a Master’s 
degree in Gastronomy from Boston University, with a concentration in food policy. 
Kelly’s passion for delicious and nutritious food developed after studying the 
Mediterranean diet in Sicily, and interning at the global headquarters of Whole Foods 
Market. Before joining Oldways, Kelly helped research Frances Moore Lappé’s re-
cently released book, >VYSK�/\UNLY!�;LU�4`[OZ (2015), and also managed an award 

winning healthy eating program for Boston College Dining Services. Kelly now serves as Program 
+PYLJ[VY�MVY�[OL�>OVSL�.YHPUZ�*V\UJPS��HUK�PZ�[OL�Z[HɈ�KPL[P[PHU�H[�6SK^H`Z�

 “Freshly milled whole-grain flour is powerfully fragrant, redolent 
of hazelnuts and flowers. … Up to now, I had been more or less 
indifferent to whole wheat. I liked it okay, probably more than 
most, but I ate it mainly because it was better for me than white 
bread … [T]he fragrance of [this] flour made me think I had prob-
ably never really experienced the full potential of whole-grain 
wheat, something I now suddenly very much wanted to do.” 

   – Michael Pollan, Cooked

SPEAKERS
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 Millions of Meals: Contract Foodservice Innovation 
Lisa Feldman, CRC, Director of Culinary Services, Sodexo 
Jennifer Roberts, MS, RDN, Senior Director of Nutrition Communications, Compass Group

*VTWHZZ�.YV\W�HUK�:VKL_V�HYL�[^V�VM�[OL�SHYNLZ[�MVVK�ZLY]PJL�JVTWHUPLZ�PU�[OL�<�:���HUK�HZ�Z\JO��
[OLPY�WYHJ[PJLZ�ZOHWL�[OL�Z[H[\Z�X\V�MVY�[OL�LU[PYL�PUK\Z[Y �̀�0U�[OPZ�WYLZLU[H[PVU��SLHYU�OV^�[OLZL�PU-

K\Z[Y`�SLHKLYZ�HYL�PUJYLHZPUN�N\LZ[Z»�HJJLZZ�[V�^OVSL�NYHPUZ��HUK�THRPUN�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�H�MVJHS�WVPU[�
VM�TLU\Z��4Z��-LSKTHU�HUK�4Z��9VILY[Z�^PSS�ZOHYL�ZWLJPÄJ�^OVSL�NYHPU�PUP[PH[P]LZ�^P[OPU�[OLPY�]HYPV\Z�
THYRL[�ZLNTLU[Z��HUK�RL`�JVTWVULU[Z�[OH[�OH]L�SLK�[V�[OLPY�Z\JJLZZ��PUJS\KPUN�JVSSHIVYH[PVUZ�^P[O�
]LUKVY�WHY[ULYZ��PU]VS]LTLU[�VM�JOLMZ�HUK�9+Z��HUK�LUOHUJPUN�JSPLU[�HUK�J\Z[VTLY�LUNHNLTLU[��
)HZLK�VU�[OLPY�L_WLYPLUJL�LUJV\YHNPUN�^OVSL�NYHPU�JOVPJLZ��[OL`�^PSS�HSZV�ZOHYL�WV[LU[PHS�UL^�KL]LS-
VWTLU[�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�MVY�PUK\Z[Y`�[V�OLSW�M\Y[OLY�KL]LSVW�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�[V�JVSSHIVYH[L�HUK�WYVTV[L�
increased consumption of whole grain foods.

Chef Lisa Feldman, CRC, brings extensive experience in research and development, 
menu development, facilities management, culinary training, database management 
and cost control. As the Director of Culinary Services for Sodexo’s Culinary Solutions 
;LHT��3PZH�I\PSKZ�J\SPUHY`�VɈLYZ�MVY�HSS�KP]PZPVUZ�VM�:VKL_V��7YPVY�[V�[OPZ�YVSL��3PZH�^HZ�
the Director of Culinary Services for Sodexo’s Schools Segment. Her energies are 
focused on creating a diverse set of on-trend healthy, delicious and nutritious recipes 
[OH[�OLSW�PUJYLHZL�KLWLUKLUJ`�VU�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�MVY�[L_[\YL�HUK�ÅH]VY�^OPSL�KLJYLHZ-
PUN�MH[��Z\NHY�HUK�ZHS[��3PZH�PZ�H�*LY[PÄLK�9LZLHYJO�*OLM�HUK�LHYULK�HU�(6:�PU�
Culinary Arts from the Culinary Institute of America.

Jennifer Roberts, MS, RDN is a Registered Dietitian focused on food-based ap-
proaches to improving health and well-being. She has been with Compass Group, 
the leading foodservice management and support services company, for 11 years 
where she develops nutrition and well-being initiatives that are implemented in 
thousands of locations throughout the US. Jennifer is a member of the Academy of 
Nutrition and Dietetics and is currently serving as the President of the Maryland 
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.

“In the last few years, attitudes have changed. Now a grain like 
Purple Prairie barley or Job’s Tears commands a premium price 
and appears in tiny portions in the best restaurants. Chefs have 
discovered the subtle balance that can be created on the plate 
with these unique, flavorful foods. Unlike neutral starches, whole 
grains can even play a part in wine pairing, with earthy and 
sweet notes to complement the wine.” 

  – Robin Asbell, The New Whole Grains Cookbook
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Whole Grain Trends: Searching for the Next Quinoa 
Mark DiDomenico, Director, Client Solutions, Datassential

;OL�THQVYP[`�VM�JVUZ\TLYZ�KPZJV]LY�UL^�MVVK�HUK�IL]LYHNL�[YLUKZ�H[�YLZ[H\YHU[Z��HUK�PUJYLHZPUNS �̀�
[OL`�HYL�ZLLRPUN�UL^�HUK�PU[LYLZ[PUN�P[LTZ�HUK�J\PZPULZ�[V�L_WSVYL��0U�VYKLY�[V�Z[H`�HOLHK�VM�[OL�J\Y]L��
YLZ[H\YH[L\YZ�HYL�SVVRPUN�MVY�KPɈLYLU[PH[LK�ÅH]VYZ�HUK�PUNYLKPLU[Z�[V�\ZL�VU�[OLPY�TLU\Z��PUJS\KPUN�UL^�
HUK�PU[LYLZ[PUN�NYHPUZ�HUK�IYLHKZ��<ZPUN�KH[H�JVSSLJ[LK�MYVT�V]LY�������JVTTLYJPHS�YLZ[H\YHU[�TLU\Z��
4HYR�^PSS�KPZJ\ZZ�^OH[�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�HUK�YLSH[LK�P[LTZ�HYL�NHPUPUN�PU�WVW\SHYP[`�PU�[OL�MVVKZLY]PJL�
JOHUULS��HUK�OV^�[OLZL�NYHPUZ�HYL�MLH[\YLK�PU�KPɈLYLU[�TLU\�P[LTZ��J\PZPULZ�HUK�KH`�WHY[�VɈLYPUNZ�
/L�^PSS�HSZV�VɈLY�PUZPNO[Z�VU�JVUZ\TLY�H[[P[\KLZ�YLNHYKPUN�OLHS[O`�LH[PUN�HUK�[OL�HWWLHS�VM�]HYPV\Z�
P[LTZ�MLH[\YPUN�KPɈLYLU[�NYHPUZ�HUK�ZLLKZ��+H[HZZLU[PHS�OHZ�ILLU�JVSSLJ[PUN�HUK�HUHS`aPUN�TLU\�
KH[H�MYVT�YLZ[H\YHU[Z�MVY�V]LY����`LHYZ��;OLPY�4LU\;YLUKZ��ZLY]PJL�[YHJRZ�V]LY�������JVTTLYJPHS�
YLZ[H\YHU[�TLU\Z�[V�PKLU[PM`�[YLUKPUN�P[LTZ��ÅH]VYZ��PUNYLKPLU[Z�HUK�WYLWHYH[PVUZ�HJYVZZ�HSS�ZLNTLU[Z��
+H[HZZLU[PHS»Z�0UZPKLY�HUK�:*69,:�ZLY]PJLZ�[YHJR�HUK�L]HS\H[L�UL^�P[LTZ�HUK�SPTP[LK�[PTL�VɈLYZ�
HTVUN�[OL�[VW�����JOHPU�YLZ[H\YHU[Z�HUK�JVU]LUPLUJL�Z[VYLZ�PU�[OL�<�:��

Mark DiDomenico has been following trends in the Foodservice Industry for 25 
`LHYZ��/L�Z[HY[LK�OPZ�JHYLLY�^P[O�;OL�57+�.YV\W��HUHS`aPUN�YLZ[H\YHU[�[YHɉJ�[YLUKZ�
and foodservice manufacturer shipments. From there, he transitioned to the manu-
facturer side, providing insights guidance for the foodservice divisions of Kellogg 
USA and Sara Lee. In 2011, Mark transitioned back to the supplier side, joining 
Datassential, another leading insights provider for the foodservice industry. As 
+PYLJ[VY��*SPLU[�:VS\[PVUZ��OL�SL]LYHNLZ�OPZ�ZPNUPÄJHU[�L_WLYPLUJL�OLSWPUN�MVVKZLY]PJL�
operators and manufacturers develop critical insights for their strategy, sales, market-
PUN�HUK�UL^�WYVK\J[�KL]LSVWTLU[�LɈVY[Z��HJYVZZ�HSS�TLU\�JH[LNVYPLZ��4HYR�OHZ�

presented insights and trends at conferences and meetings for organizations including International 
Foodservice Manufacturers Association, The Research Chefs Association, Hillphoenix’s Supermarket 
:LUZL��[OL�5H[PVUHS�*VɈLL�(ZZVJPH[PVU�HUK�*:7�0UMVYTH[PVU�.YV\W��-(9,�HUK�-VVKZLY]PJL�+PYLJ[VY`�
Magazines). Mark holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Sociology from Northwestern University in Evanston, IL.

 “The true flavor of oats transcends their hearty and comforting 
reputation, and the textures that are possible from oat flour will 
surprise and delight you… Oat flour turns a plain-Jane sponge 
cake into something elegant with the subtle but distinct flavors  
of butterscotch and toffee.” 

   – Alice Medrich, Flavor Flours
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 Chicago Chefs: On the Forefront of Whole Grain Innovation 
John Chiakulis, Executive Chef Partner, Lettuce Entertain You/Beatrix 
Greg Wade, Head Baker, Publican Quality Meats 
MODERATOR: Alexei Rudolf, Principal, Foodservice Connections LLC

;VKH`»Z�J\Z[VTLYZ�HYL�W\ZOPUN�IHJR�HNHPUZ[�[OL�TLH[�JLU[YPJ�WSH[L��HUK�HYL�HSZV�PUJYLHZPUNS`�PU[LYLZ[-
LK�PU�[OL�Z[VY`�ILOPUK�[OLPY�MVVK��.P]LU�[OH[�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�HKK�OLHY[PULZZ�HUK�PU[LYLZ[�[V�H�KPZO��P[�PZ�UV�
Z\YWYPZL�[V�ÄUK�[OH[�JOLMZ�HJYVZZ�HSS�THYRL[Z�HYL�LTIYHJPUN�[OL�IYVHK�WHSL[[L�VM�ÅH]VYZ�HUK�[L_[\YLZ�
[OH[�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�WYV]PKL��6\Y�WHULS�^PSS�L_WSHPU�OV^�JOLMZ�\ZL�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�PU�[OLPY�YLZ[H\YHU[Z"�OV^�
KPULYZ»�H[[P[\KLZ�[V�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�OH]L�L]VS]LK�PU�YLJLU[�`LHYZ"�HUK�^OPJO�KPZOLZ�HUK�NYHPUZ�HYL�TVZ[�
WVW\SHY��;OL`»SS�HSZV�VɈLY�[PWZ�MVY�V[OLY�YLZ[H\YHU[Z�Q\Z[�Z[HY[PUN�KV^U�[OL�^OVSL�NYHPU�WH[O·HUK�MVY�
manufacturers and suppliers interested in meeting the whole grain needs of restaurants.

Chef John Chiakulis is Corporate Chef of LEYE and Chef Partner of Beatrix, Antico 
7VZ[V��-VVKLHZL�4HYRL[��-VVKSPML��4P[`�5PJL�.YPSS��3��>VVKZ�HUK�ǚTH��/PZ�QV\YUL`�
^P[O�3,@,�ILNHU�H[�(TIYPH�PU�� ����YPZPUN�[OYV\NO�[OL�YHURZ�MYVT�ÄZO�I\[JOLY�[V�
become Executive Chef of Scoozi! when it opened a decade later. His experiences 
traveling through Italy awakened his imagination and enthusiasm for Italian cooking; 
these skills translated well to his extensive experience at many LEYE restaurants, 
PUJS\KPUN�;Y\��3��>VVKZ�HUK�>PSKÄYL��1VOU�^HZ�PUZ[Y\TLU[HS�PU�[OL�YLKLZPNU�VM�
Foodlife in Water Tower Place and pushed the envelope in developing Foodease into 
^OH[�OL�UV^�JVUZPKLYZ�H�¸JOLM»Z�WSH`NYV\UK¹�ILJH\ZL�VM�P[Z�KP]LYZL�VɈLYPUNZ��0U�

2011, he teamed up with the Lettuce Consulting Group to bring his creativity to clients nationwide. 
John is now the Chef Partner of Beatrix and was there for every step of its creation, as well as Lettuce’s 
UL^LZ[�4LKP[LYYHULHU�JVUJLW[��ǚTH�PU�9P]LY�5VY[O��/L�PZ�HS^H`Z�¸O\UNY`�MVY�TVYL¹�PU�OPZ�SLHKLYZOPW�
role, always thinking of how he can bring his projects to the next level.

Chef Greg Wade grew up baking with his mother and grandmother, but it wasn’t until 
he took a baking class at The Illinois Institute of Art’s Culinary Program that he found 
his calling. As Publican Quality Meats’ Head Baker, Wade oversees the bread pro-
NYHT�MVY�HSS�VM�6UL�6Ɉ�/VZWP[HSP[`�.YV\W��^P[O�H�MVJ\Z�VU�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�HUK�MLYTLU[H-
tion. On graduation from culinary school, Wade worked at Taxim, specializing in 
breads and pastries. From there, Wade joined the opening team at Girl & the Goat in 
2010. Wade excelled under Chef Stephanie Izard’s tutelage, and in 2013, he moved 
to Little Goat to oversee bread baking at Girl & the Goat, Little Goat and Little Goat 
French Market. Now at the helm of Publican Quality Meats’ bakery operations, Wade 

^VYRZ�^P[O�[OL�JVTWHU`»Z�JOLM�KL�J\PZPUL�[V�KL]LSVW�UL^�IYLHKZ�[V�Ä[�LHJO�YLZ[H\YHU[»Z�TLU\�

MODERATOR: Alexei Rudolf is often called “Chief Storyteller” by clients of his 
marketing and PR consultancy, Foodservice Connections, LLC. Though not a chef, 
Alexei is proud to speak the language, and wise enough to know he lacks the neces-
sary chops, tats and stamina to work in a kitchen. Alexei was a panel moderator at 
the 2008 National Restaurant Association show, a featured speaker at Beef Australia 
2015, and panel moderator at the National College & University Foodservice 
Conference in 2016. He recently served two three-year terms on the executive board 
of IFEC, the International Foodservice Editorial Council. He’s a proud supporter of 
=PKL�=LYKL�5H[\YL�,K\JH[PVU��H�UVU�WYVÄ[�UH[\YL�LK\JH[PVU�WYVNYHT�MVY�\YIHU�`V\[O�
in the Bay Area. 
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Whole Grains: Good for Health, Good for Profits 
Anita Jones-Mueller, MPH, Founder, HealthyDiningFinder.com

:VTL�VM�[OL�MHZ[LZ[�NYV^[O�PU�[OL�YLZ[H\YHU[�ZLJ[VY�JVTLZ�MYVT�JVUJLW[Z�[OH[�HYL�LTWOHZPaPUN�MYLZO��
^OVSL�MVVKZ�HUK�JSLHU�SHILSZ��(UP[H�1VULZ�4\LSSLY��47/��WYLZPKLU[�VM�/LHS[O`�+PUPUN��^PSS�JP[L�YLZLHYJO�
KVJ\TLU[PUN�[OL�ÄUHUJPHS�ILULÄ[Z�VM�VɈLYPUN�OLHS[OPLY�JOVPJLZ�HUK�^PSS�ZOHYL�PUZPNO[Z�VU�[OL�TVTLU-

[\T�VM�MVVKZLY]PJL�[V^HYK�[YHUZWHYLUJ`�HUK�IL[[LY�U\[YP[PVU��:OL�^PSS�ZOV^�ZWLJPÄJ�L_HTWSLZ�VM�OV^�
YLZ[H\YHU[Z�HYL�PUJYLHZPUNS`�ZOV^JHZPUN�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�PU�PUUV]H[P]L�^H`Z�VU�[OL�TLU\�HUK�WYV]PKL�
Z[YH[LNPLZ�MVY�I\PSKPUN�JVUZ\TLY�KLTHUK�MVY·HUK�PUK\Z[Y`�Z\WWS`�VM·^OVSL�NYHPUZ�

Anita Jones-Mueller, MPH, is a nationally known nutrition expert and the president of 
Healthy Dining. Anita’s passion is to unite optimal health with the culinary artistry of 
the restaurant industry. HealthyDiningFinder.com—the only search engine of its kind 
designed to empower Americans to dine out with taste and health in mind -- show-
cases qualifying healthier menu choices from hundreds of restaurant brands nation-
wide. Healthy Dining’s team of registered dietitians and health promotion experts is a 
leader in providing healthful strategy and nutrition services ((e.g., nutrient analysis, 
NS\[LU�HSSLYNLU�HKKP[P]LZ�PKLU[PÄJH[PVU��OLHS[OPLY�WYLWHYH[PVU��L[J���[V�[OL�YLZ[H\YHU[�
industry. Healthy Dining has also been selected by the National Institutes of Health 

(NIH) and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to develop and evaluate innovative 
[LJOUVSVNPLZ�KLZPNULK�[V�PTWHJ[�[OL�UH[PVU»Z�TVZ[�\YNLU[�W\ISPJ�OLHS[O�WYPVYP[PLZ��ZWLJPÄJHSS`�MVJ\ZLK�
on bringing positive, health-related environmental and consumer change through the restaurant and 
food industries and nationwide and regional stakeholders.

Demo: Baking Clean Label Whole Grain Breads & Pastries 
Daniel Marciani, Executive Development Chef, Ardent Mills 
Ban Stewart, Executive Chef, Kowaliga Restaurant, Representing To Your Health 
Sprouted Flour Co.

Sweet, soft whole grain breads and baked goods are not as elusive as one might think—take it from 

V\Y�L_WLY[Z��-PYZ[��*OLM�+HUPLS�4HYJPHUP�^PSS�KLTVUZ[YH[L�OV^�[V�THRL�sandwich buns with whole 
grain wheat, rye, and triticale��HUK�^PSS�HSZV�KPZJ\ZZ�^OH[�[`WL�VM�ZHUK^PJO�[VWWPUNZ�WHPY�ILZ[�^P[O�
[OPZ�PU]LU[P]L�IYLHK��;OLU��*OLM�)HU�:[L^HY[�^PSS�KLTVUZ[YH[L�[OL�ILULÄ[Z�VM�IHRPUN�^P[O�ZWYV\[LK�
^OVSL�NYHPU�ÅV\Y��\ZPUN�H�sprouted beer bread recipe, and a lemon lavender cookie recipe. These 

chefs will also be sharing best practices for whole grain baking, as well as tips and tricks for how 

[V�NL[�[LUKLY��KLSPJPV\Z��^OVSL�NYHPU�IYLHKZ�^P[OV\[�YLS`PUN�VU�\UULJLZZHY`�HKKP[P]LZ��,HJO�VM�[OLZL�
YLJPWLZ�^PSS�IL�H]HPSHISL�[V�[HZ[L�H[�[OL�4VUKH`�L]LUPUN�YLJLW[PVU��

Chef Daniel Marciani currently serves as Executive Development Chef for Ardent 
Mills. His culinary journey began as a child in his father’s Italian restaurant in Park 
Ridge, New Jersey. Chef Marciani has always had a strong passion for cooking food 
with integrity and instinct. A graduate of Johnson and Wales University, Chef Marciani 
helps lead the culinary and baking development for the Ardent Mills Innovation 
Center, located at Ardent’s Denver, Colorado, Headquarters, as well as the Mobile 
Innovation Center which tours the country delivering “What’s Next” in grain 
innovation.
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 Chef Ban Stewart is the Executive Chef of Kowaliga Restaurant, located at Russell 
Lands On Lake Martin in Alexander City, Alabama. A native of Tallahassee, Florida, 
Stewart’s interest in Southern cuisine began at an early age. Stewart holds a culinary 
degree from the Capital Culinary Institute at Keiser University in Tallahassee. Upon 
graduation, Stewart worked for renowned Tallahassee establishments including 
*`WYLZZ�9LZ[H\YHU[��HU�H^HYK�^PUUPUN�ÄUL�KPUPUN�YLZ[H\YHU[��HUK�[OL�.V]LYUVYZ�
Club, a longstanding private establishment. In 2009, Stewart and his wife relocated to 
Alabama, where he worked at Montgomery’s Ham and High, a progressive farm-to-
table restaurant, and later at Union Springs Golf & Country Club. In November of 

������:[L^HY[�HJJLW[LK�HU�VɈLY�[V�QVPU�[OL�2V^HSPNH�[LHT�HZ�,_LJ\[P]L�*OLM��/LYL��:[L^HY[�WSHJLZ�HU�
emphasis on seasonal, Southern comfort food by sourcing from local farmers to ensure menu quality 
and freshness.

DEMO: Creative Applications for Ancient Grains 
Joel Schaefer, Author and Chef, Representing Bob’s Red Mill 
Sharon Palmer, RD, Author, Representing United Sorghum Checkoff Program

4PSSL[�HUK�ZVYNO\T�HYL�[^V�VM�[OL�\W�HUK�JVTPUN�JVU[LUKLYZ�[V�Z\JJLLK�X\PUVH�PU�WVW\SHYP[ �̀�0U�
[OPZ�ZLZZPVU��V\Y�JOLMZ�^PSS�[HSR�HIV\[�[OL�ILZ[�ÅH]VY�WHPYPUNZ�MVY�[OLZL�[^V�NS\[LU�MYLL�NYHPUZ��HUK�
W\[�[VNL[OLY�ZVTL�KLSPJPV\Z�KPZOLZ��-PYZ[��*OLM�1VLS�:JOHLMLY�^PSS�PU[YVK\JL�`V\�[V�TPSSL[��HU�HUJPLU[�
NYHPU�^P[O�H�YPJO�OPZ[VY �̀�/L»SS�ZOHYL�KPɈLYLU[�J\SPUHY`�HWWSPJH[PVUZ�HUK�[HU[HSPaPUN�TLU\�P[LTZ��HUK�^PSS�
demo a delicious millet falafel�YLJPWL��;OLU��:OHYVU�7HSTLY�^PSS�PU[YVK\JL�`V\�[V�ZVYNO\T��ZOHYPUN�[OL�
U\[YP[PVU�ILULÄ[Z�HUK�J\SPUHY`�]LYZH[PSP[`�VM�[OPZ�OV[�¸UL^¹�^OVSL�NYHPU��:OL»SS�KLTV�a stir-fried Thai 
Sorghum Bowl��,HJO�VM�[OLZL�YLJPWLZ�^PSS�IL�H]HPSHISL�[V�[HZ[L�H[�[OL�4VUKH`�L]LUPUN�YLJLW[PVU��

Chef Joel Schaefer�PZ�H�JLY[PÄLK�*OLM�KL�*\PZPUL�^P[O�[OL�(TLYPJHU�*\SPUHY`�
-LKLYH[PVU�HUK�H�*LY[PÄLK�7YVMLZZPVUHS�7SHU[�)HZLK�JOLM��/L�PZ�[OL�H\[OVY�VM�Serving 

People with Food Allergies: Kitchen Management and Menu Creation. Joel is a 
subject matter expert on ServSafe Allergens™ for the National Restaurant 
Association, and has consulted with Food Allergy Research and Education. His 
experience includes Executive chef for Sodexo, Manager of Product Development 
and Special Diets for Walt Disney World® Resort, culinary nutrition instructor at 
Valencia Community College in Orlando, Florida and chef instructor at Kapiolani 
Community College in Honolulu, Hawaii. In 2009, Joel was the recipient of the 

Michael Ty Endowment Fund, an American Culinary Federation national award, recognizing him for  
his educational work with children and the food service industry in the areas of nutrition and food 
allergy awareness.

Sharon Palmer has created a career based on combining her two great loves: food 
and writing. As a registered dietitian with 16 years of health care experience, she 
focuses on writing features covering health, wellness, nutrition, cooking, wine, restau-
rant reviews, and entertainment. Often, these features include original recipes with 
nutritional analysis for publication. Sharon is also a passionate writer about food and 
environmental issues having published more than 750 features on hunger, agriculture, 
local and organic foods, eco-friendly culinary practices, sustainability, food safety, 
humane animal practices, and food security. She has contributed to several books, 
including -VVK��*\S[\YHS�0ZZ\LZ�MVY�[OL�*\SPUHY`�HUK�/VZWP[HSP[`�HUK�5\[YP[PVU�

Professions (Jones and Bartlett Publishers, Inc. 2009). Sharon is also the editor of the award-winning 
health newsletter, Environmental Nutrition. Her latest book is ;OL�7SHU[�7V^LYLK�+PL[!�;OL�3PMLSVUN�
,H[PUN�7SHU�MVY�(JOPL]PUN�6W[PTHS�/LHS[O��)LNPUUPUN�;VKH` (The Experiment, 2012).
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DEMO: Whole Grain Pasta Pairings 
Lorenzo Boni, Executive Chef, Barilla North America

4HU`�H[[LTW[Z�[V�VɈLY�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�VU�TLU\Z�MHSS�ÅH[�MVY�H�ZPTWSL�YLHZVU·THU`�VWLYH[VYZ�KVU»[�W\[�
ÅH]VY�ÄYZ[��VY�[OL`�HZZ\TL�[OH[�N\LZ[Z�SVVRPUN�MVY�OLHS[OPLY�JOVPJLZ�^PSS�JVTWYVTPZL�VU�[HZ[L��)\[�[OL�
YPNO[�JVTIPUH[PVU�VM�PUNYLKPLU[Z��[LJOUPX\LZ�HUK�ÅH]VYZ�IYPUN�V\[�[OL�ILZ[�PU�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�SPRL�WHZ[H��
HUK�^PSS�OH]L�N\LZ[Z�JVTPUN�IHJR�MVY�TVYL��;OPZ�ZLZZPVU�HUK�JVVRPUN�KLTVUZ[YH[PVU�^PSS�ZOV^�`V\�
^OH[�^VYRZ��^OH[�KVLZU»[��OV^�HUK�^O �̀�

Chef Lorenzo Boni grew up with a passion for Italian food in Bologna, Italy. While 
studying culinary arts, Lorenzo traveled extensively throughout Italy, immersing 
himself in the regional cuisines of Italy. He then traveled to the United States, where 
he served as the Second Chef at the San Domenico Restaurant in New York City, 
then rated the best Italian restaurant in the U.S. After working in New York, he re-
turned to Italy and opened his own restaurant, Osteria du Madon, in Bologna, which 
was awarded by Fodor’s guide as one of the best Osterias of Italy. In 1999, Lorenzo 
joined Barilla at their world headquarters in Parma. In 2003, he was promoted to 
Executive Chef for Barilla America, returning once again to the U.S. In his current 

role, Lorenzo is responsible for product and recipe development, managing the culinary execution of all 
Barilla sponsored events, and is also a spokesperson for Barilla and Italian Food Culture Educator in 
many food conferences around the country. He resides in Evanston, IL, with his wife, Beata and his 
daughter Valentina.

Food with Roots: How Healthful Grains and Local Sourcing Can Fuel  
Fast Food Menus 
Tony Rosenfeld, Chef/Co-Founder, b.good

0U�������I�NVVK�ZL[�V\[�[V�JYLH[L�H�KPɈLYLU[�RPUK�VM�MHZ[�MVVK��VUL�KYP]LU�I`�SVJHS�ZV\YJPUN�HUK�WYL-

WHYLK�MYLZO��PU�OV\ZL��LHJO�KH �̀�;OV\NO�[OL�MVVK�H[�I�NVVK�OHZ�HS^H`Z�ILLU�HZZLTISLK�X\PJRS`�[V�
VYKLY��ZSV^�JVVRPUN�HUK�OLPYSVVT�NYHPUZ�OH]L�MVYTLK�[OL�IHZL�VM�[OL�TLU\�ZPUJL�[OL�Z[HY[��;VU`�^PSS�
L_WSHPU�OV^�I�NVVK»Z�YLSPHUJL�VU�OLHS[OM\S�MHYL��LZWLJPHSS`�NYHPUZ��OHZ�OLSWLK�P[�ÄUK�H�UPJOL�PU�[OL�
competitive fast-casual marketplace, how b.good continues to honor its core food principles despite 

Z[LHK`�NYV^[O��HUK�OV^�I�NVVK�WSHUZ�[V�L]VS]L�[V�YLÅLJ[�[OL�W\ISPJ»Z�L]VS]PUN�WHSH[L�MVY�PUUV]H[P]L��
nutritious food.

Chef Tony Rosenfeld is the driving force behind the food at b.good, an innovative 
fast casual eatery, started in Boston and with over 40 units on the East Coast and 
Canada. Prior to opening b.good, Tony Rosenfeld conducted culinary apprentice-
ships in Florence and Rome and worked stints in iconic Boston restaurants L’Espalier, 
Beacon Hill Bistro, and Anago. For over 10 years, Tony has been a contributing editor 
at Fine Cooking and a freelance food writer for the Washington Post, New York 

Times, Cooking Light, and )VU�(WWL[P[. Rosenfeld is the author of two cookbooks, 
the most recent Sear, Sauce, and Serve (2011, Running Press). 
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 How One Restaurant is Building a Whole Grain Community 
Teresa Perretta, Vice President, FUSIAN

9LZ[H\YHU[Z�^P[O�H�]PZPVU�JHU�JYLH[L�YPWWSL�LɈLJ[Z�[OH[�L_[LUK�V\[�[V�[OL�LU[PYL�JVTT\UP[`�PU�\UL_-

WLJ[LK�^H`Z��)`�HKKPUN�IYV^U�YPJL�[V�[OL�-<:0(5�TLU\��;LYLZH�7LYYL[[H�HUK�OLY�[LHT�VWLULK�H�
UL^�ZJVWL�[V�PTWYV]L�V]LYHSS�OLHS[O�H^HYLULZZ��>P[O�H�NVHS�[V�LUOHUJL�MVVK�LK\JH[PVU��-<:0(5�
KL]LSVWLK�H�ZLYPLZ�VM�JVTT\UP[`�MVJ\ZLK�WYVNYHTZ��PUJS\KPUN�[OL�:\ZOP�PU�:JOVVSZ�PUP[PH[P]L��^OPJO�
JVSSHIVYH[LZ�^P[O�2����ZJOVVS�JHML[LYPHZ�I`�ZLY]PUN�MYLZO��UH[\YHS��HUK�SVJHSS`�THKL�Z\ZOP�[V�V]LY�������
Z[\KLU[Z�L]LY`�^LLR��;OYV\NO�[OL�Z\JJLZZ�VM�[OL�WYVNYHT��-<:0(5�OHZ�ILLU�HISL�[V�L_WHUK�HUK�
ILNPU�[V�VɈLY�Z\ZOP�PU�YLNPVUHS�OVZWP[HSZ��JVYWVYH[L�JHML[LYPHZ�HUK�IL`VUK��;OYV\NO�-<:0(5»Z�TPZZPVU�
[V�JVUULJ[�WLVWSL�I`�VɈLYPUN�H�\UPX\L�JYVZZ�J\S[\YHS�L_WLYPLUJL��[OL`»]L�WHY[ULYLK�ZWLJPÄJHSS`�^P[O�
*PUJPUUH[P�7\ISPJ�:JOVVSZ�[V�LK\JH[L�LSLTLU[HY`�Z[\KLU[Z�VU�[OL�OLHS[O�ILULÄ[Z�VM�LH[PUN�]LNL[HISLZ�
[OYV\NO�[OL�NV]LYUTLU[�Z\WWVY[LK�-YLZO�-Y\P[Z�HUK�=LNL[HISLZ�WYVNYHT��-<:0(5»Z�WYVNYHTZ�HYL�
SPJLUZLK�I`�[OL�<:+(�HUK�TL[�[OL�YLX\PYLTLU[Z�VM�[OL�-+(»Z�5H[PVUHS�:JOVVS�3\UJO�7YVNYHT�

Teresa Perretta is the Vice President for FUSIAN, a fast casual build-your-own sushi 
restaurant concept in Ohio. A devoted and passionate leader, Teresa joined the 
FUSIAN team in 2013 and has led the concept from three to 10 locations with further 
plans for expansion. Her focus is to break down the cultural barriers around educa-
tion, language and accessibility through a customer-centric approach that’s 
HɈVYKHISL��

Whole Grain Trends on the Horizon 
Kara Nielsen, Trendologist, Trendologist K Consulting

0U�[VKH`»Z�LYH�VM�KLTHUK�MVY�OPNOLY�X\HSP[`�HUK�SLZZ�WYVJLZZLK�MVVK��^OVSL�NYHPUZ�HYL�ÄUKPUN�H�]HS\-

able place on the table and the menu. Kara Nielsen will share trend sightings from the cutting edge 

^OLYL�NYV^LYZ��LU[YLWYLUL\YZ��IHRLYZ��TPSSLYZ��MVVK�WYVK\JLYZ�HUK�JOLMZ�HYL�I\Z`�JYLH[PUN�^OVSL�NYHPU�
fare that is sure to inspire future menu development that is delicious and nutritious. Whether it’s grains 

in a bowl or eaten out of hand, sprouted grains or colored ones, ancient or heirloom, emerging whole 

NYHPU�[YLUKZ�HYL�HKKPUN�L_JP[LTLU[�[V�V\Y�MH]VYP[L�MVVK�JH[LNVYPLZ�HUK�PUÅ\LUJPUN�OV^�^L»SS�LH[�PU�
`LHYZ�[V�JVTL�

Kara Nielsen, culinary “trendologist,” is an expert in the study of food and beverage 
trends and the consumer values that drive trend growth and adoption. For ten years, 
she has translated trends for strategic brand growth and new product development 
for food manufacturers, foodservice operators and agencies through her work for 
Sterling-Rice Group, CEB Iconoculture Consumer Insights and CCD Innovation (at 
which she also served as managing editor of Culinary Trend Mapping Reports, 
co-published by Packaged Facts). Nielsen is a frequent speaker on food trends at 
industry trade shows and conferences and is quoted regularly in national and industry 
press. She holds a M.L.A. in Gastronomy from Boston University and a B.A. in French 

Studies from Northwestern University. A culinary professional for nearly 25 years, Nielsen has a back-
ground in education program management, food studies, pastry arts and restaurant hospitality. 
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Grains, Grocerants, & Grandeur 
Steve Petusevsky, Founder, Steve Petusevsky Inc.

-YVT�JVU[LTWVYHY`�^OVSL�NYHPU�IHYZ��[V�HUJPLU[�NYHPU�WPSHMZ��NYHPUZ�OH]L�ILLU�H�THPUZ[H`�VU�TLU\Z�
[OL�^VYSK�V]LY��1\Z[����`LHYZ�HNV��JOLMZ�VUS`�OHK�JVTTLYJPHSS`�NYV^U�YPJL�[V�^VYR�^P[O"�[VKH �̀�OV^-

L]LY��[OLYL�HYL�KVaLUZ�VM�VYKPUHY`�HUK�L_[YHVYKPUHY`�NYHPUZ�H]HPSHISL��LHJO�^P[O�[OLPY�V^U�WLYZVUHSP[ �̀�
[OH[�^PSS�LUOHUJL�`V\Y�TLU\��KLSPNO[�`V\Y�J\Z[VTLYZ��HUK�PUJYLHZL�`V\Y�WYVÄ[�THYNPU��[OPZ�PZ�^OLYL�[OL�
NYH]`�JVTLZ�PU���>OVSL�NYHPUZ�HKK�JVSVY��[L_[\YL��HUK�]PZ\HS�HWWLHS��HUK�^P[O�[OL�PTTLUZL�WVW\SHYP[`�
VM�¸WSHU[�MVY^HYK¹�J\PZPUL�PU�]VN\L��^OVSL�NYHPUZ�HKK�KLW[O�HUK�KPTLUZPVU�[V�`V\Y�TLU\�[OH[�JVU-

Z\TLYZ��HUK�`V\Y�IV[[VT�SPUL��^PSS�HWWYLJPH[L��*OLM�:[L]L�7L[\ZL]ZR`�^HZ�WYL]PV\ZS`�*VYWVYH[L�*OLM�
VM�>OVSL�-VVKZ�4HYRL[�HUK�UV^�^VYRZ�MVY�THU`�VM�[OL�SHYNLZ[�YL[HPS�NYVJLY`�JOHPUZ�PU�[OL�JV\U[Y �̀�
LHJO�^P[O�[OLPY�V^U�^OVSL�NYHPU�VɈLYPUNZ��:[L]L�^PSS�ZOHYL�ZVTL�VM�[OL�WYVNYHTZ�OL�OHZ�JYLH[LK�MYVT�
whole grain bars and Google café menus, to the largest chain of vegan restaurants, with the hope and 

L_WLJ[H[PVU�[OH[�`V\�^PSS�IL�PUZWPYLK�[V�JYLH[L�`V\Y�V^U�JVUJLW[Z��

Chef Steven Petusevsky��H�WPVULLY�VM�ÅH]VY�ÄYZ[��WSHU[�MVY^HYK�JVVRPUN��PZ�KYP]LU�I`�
the desire to make healthier cuisine more craveable. As an early leader of vibrant, 
healthful cooking, Steve quite literally wrote the book on natural foods, authoring The 

Whole Foods Market Cookbook—A Guide to Natural Foods with 350 Recipes. Over 
[OL�`LHYZ��OL�OHZ�JVU[PU\LK�[V�PUÅ\LUJL�TVKLYU�KPL[Z�HUK�KPUULY�[HISLZ��HZ�H�JLSL-
brated writer and contributing editor for many of the nation’s top food publications 

including -VVK��>PUL, Health and Cooking Light. Today, Steve’s deep understanding of food trends 
and expertise continues to be sought out by leading retail stores, restaurant chains and institutions, 
including Google, Lettuce Entertain You, UCLA and many others. Steve also serves as a member of the 
Menus of Change Advisory Board for the Culinary Institute of America (CIA) and co-chair of the CIA’s 
Appetites & Innovation initiative.

Educating a New Generation of Whole Grain Chefs  
Bill Lendway, MS, RD, CCC, Teaching Specialist, University of Minnesota 
Brendan Walsh, Dean of Culinary Arts, Culinary Institute of America 
Todd Seyfarth, RD, Program Director/Culinary Nutrition, Johnson & Wales University 
MODERATOR: Coleen Donnelly, Corporate Chef, K-12 Segment, InHarvest

(Z�H�NYV^PUN�ZLNTLU[�VM�[OL�(TLYPJHU�LH[PUN�I\KNL[��H^H`�MYVT�OVTL�LH[PUN�OHZ�H�SHYNL�WV[LU[PHS�
PTWHJ[�VU�[OL�H]LYHNL�(TLYPJHU»Z�KPL[��0U�[OPZ�ZLZZPVU��PUZ[Y\J[VYZ�H[�SLHKPUN�J\SPUHY`�ZJOVVSZ�ZOHYL�
OV^�[OL`�HYL�LX\PWWPUN�[OL�UL_[�NLULYH[PVU�VM�JOLMZ�[V�JVVR�^P[O�^OVSL�NYHPUZ"�[OL`»SS�HKKYLZZ�¸JYH]L-

HIPSP[`¹�VM�^OVSL�NYHPUZ��HUK�OV^�[YLUKZ�PU�MVVKZLY]PJL�LZ[HISPZOTLU[Z�NV�IL`VUK�[OL�TLU\��*OLM�
3LUK^H`�^PSS�ZWLHR�HIV\[�OPZ�YLZLHYJO�L_HTPUPUN�\ZLZ��IHYYPLYZ��HUK�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�MVY�ZLY]PUN�^OVSL�
grains in restaurants, focusing on menu design, perception, and perceived advantages/disadvantages. 

*OLM�>HSZO�^PSS�ZWLHR�[V�OV^�[OL�¸4LU\Z�VM�*OHUNL¹�WYVNYHT�OHZ�ILLU�^VYRPUN�^P[O�V]LY�����JVS-
SLNLZ�HJYVZZ�[OL�JV\U[Y`�[V�PUJYLHZL�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�PU�[OLPY�KPUPUN�WYVNYHTZ��HUK�^PSS�HSZV�ZOHYL�YLZLHYJO�
VU�ZWLU[�NYHPUZ��*OLM�:L`MHY[O�^PSS�ZOHYL�PUZPNO[Z�MYVT�[OL�*\SPUHY`�5\[YP[PVU�7YVNYHT�H[�1VOUZVU��
>HSLZ��HUK�OV^�OPZ�[LHT�PZ�IYPUNPUN�[VNL[OLY�J\SPUHY`�HY[Z��U\[YP[PVU�HUK�MVVK�ZJPLUJL�[V�OLSW�JOLMZ�
know how to make nutritious food taste great.
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Chef William Lendway is a doctoral candidate at the University of Minnesota where 
he teaches food science and focuses his research on the innovation of whole grain 
foods with chefs of independent restaurants. He has over 30 years of culinary experi-
ence and is currently teaching culinary arts, management and nutrition at the Art 
0UZ[P[\[LZ�0U[LYUH[PVUHS�4PUULZV[H��/L�PZ�H�*LY[PÄLK�*OLM�KL�*\PZPUL�^P[O�[OL�
American Culinary Federation and a Registered Dietitian.

Chef Brendan Walsh is the Dean of Culinary Arts at The Culinary Institute of America 
(CIA). He oversees curriculum development and management of culinary arts educa-
tion at the college and is responsible for the quality of academic programming, 
ZLY]PJLZ��HUK�Z[HɉUN�VM�J\SPUHY`�HY[Z�JV\YZLZ��(�� ���*0(�NYHK\H[L��*OLM�>HSZO�
returned to his alma mater in 2008. Before that, he was the owner and executive chef 
VM�[OL�JYP[PJHSS`�HJJSHPTLK�,STZ�9LZ[H\YHU[��;H]LYU�PU�9PKNLÄLSK��*;��/L�OHZ�ZLY]LK�
as Executive Chef and developed multiple successfully reviewed food concepts in 
New York and Connecticut. He was also the founder and president of Fun with Food 
Consulting. A member of the James Beard Foundation, Brendan is one of three CIA 

MHJ\S[`�HUK�Z[HɈ�TLTILYZ�[V�OH]L�ILLU�PUK\J[LK�PU[V�[OH[�VYNHUPaH[PVU»Z�>OV»Z�>OV�VM�-VVK�HUK�
Beverage in America, receiving the honor in 1987, as the youngest recipient ever.

Chef Todd Seyfarth, a Registered Dietitian who began his career as a traditional chef, 
brings a unique insight to the role of food as both a vehicle for pleasure as well as 
good health. Prior to joining the faculty of JWU, Chef Seyfarth taught at the New York 
Food and Hotel Management School in New York City, and has worked in both 
restaurants and healthcare foodservice facilities. Chef Seyfarth has also consulted on 
the ‘Simply Ming’ PBS television program for over a decade, and has been a key 
resource for the Tulane University “Culinary Medicine” initiative. Chef Seyfarth was a 
TLTILY�VM�[OL�ÄYZ[�NYHK\H[PUN�JSHZZ�MYVT�1VOUZVU��>HSLZ»�)HJOLSVY�VM�:JPLUJL�PU�
Culinary Nutrition program in 2001, where he now serves as an associate professor, 

department chair for the Culinary Nutrition Program, and Program Director for the JWU Didactic 
Program in Dietetics.

MODERATOR: Chef Coleen Donnelly, a 1996 graduate of The Culinary Institute of 
America, harks back to her own student experience in moderating this panel. She 
also draws on years of working as an executive chef/restaurateur, private chef and 
chef-instructor, and on her current specialty in advising school districts on how to 
convert to a healthy and sustainable model utilizing scratch cooking. As Corporate 
Chef K-12 Segment for InHarvest, Chef Donnelly travels the country training other 
chefs and foodservice workers on how to switch to whole grains—giving her plenty of 
L]PKLUJL�VU�[OL�ILULÄ[Z�VM�Z[HY[PUN�JOLMZ�V\[�^P[O�^OVSL�NYHPUZ�MYVT�[OL�Z[HY[��

 


